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The purpose of Information disclosure system is to provide investors with all 
the normal legal protection for the public to access information, market participants 
gain the opportunity to achieve fair and that each market participants equaly access 
to all investment decisions related to their public information,with no one can hold 
the advantage in the information to profit. Investors and financiers are two main 
participators in stock market market. Compared with the financiers,investors need to 
be protected more,compared with retail investors,small investors should focus even 
more protection,because investors,especially medium and small investors, 
information gathering and analysis capacity is relatively weak,the power of  market 
transactions also small,the objective need special protection. The development 
process from the capital market perspective,protecting the interests of investors so 
that investors confidence is to nurture and develop the most important aspects of the 
market,not only administrative,justice,self-regulatory approach,a more social form 
of supervision in order to protect small and medium shareholders, is to protect the 
development of securities markets， which is particularly important for China's 
socialist stock market. For this reason,from the news media, information disclosure 
of listed company supervision,the full protection of investors,especially in the 
interests of small investors as a top priority and purpose. 
This article is divided into five parts: 
The first chapter provides an overview of information disclosure system， 
including Concept, principles and meaning of the media monitoring information 
disclosure of listed companies 
Chapter two describe the need for information disclosure of listed companies to 















of listed companies and the requirements of internal corporate governance 
mechanisms; second,the media freedom; third,the media and effective way to 
enhance other monitoring. 
The third chapter describes the foreign news media legislation and supervision 
of information disclosure of listed companies profile and characteristics of the 
legislation,and take the United Kingdom,the United States,France,Germany for 
example. 
Chapter IV discusses the current plight of supervision of the news media for the 
listed company,and detailly explains the reasons. 
Chapter V puts forward feasible measures and suggestions on the system 
construction based on the actual situtation in China. 
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